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Winner of 8 national awards and honors, these simple yet powerful Children's Spirit Animal Cards

by best-selling author Steven D. Farmer offer children ages 6 and above the opportunity to choose

cards that deliver beautiful, age-appropriate messages of love and guidance to help them as they

develop and grow. The kid-friendly messages include themes of kindness, respect, love for the

Earth and its inhabitants, self-love and respect, cooperation, partnership and appropriate

communication. Stunningly illustrated, this 24-card deck come with an enclosed guidebook that

provides children easy-to-understand insight into each spirit animal and suggests activities to help

integrate what they are learning. The Guidebook includes a Guide for Parents, suggesting additional

activities that kids and parents can enjoy together. A beautiful educational deck that kids and

grown-ups will use often and for many years to come!
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First of all , I am familiar with Steven Farmer's work so I was interested in this deck. I plan to use it

with my grand-daugher who is 6 almost 7 years old and loves animals. We spend lots of time in

nature and doing things that incorporate the theme of spirit in nature. These cards will be a great

complement for our "nature and animals" exploration. I would have gone with 5 stars except that I

was a little disappointed that there weren't more animals included. I know you can't cover everything

in one shot but some basic companion animals , local to us, are missing. I will use other information

to fill in the gap. Quality of the cards and interpretation for the young set is 5 star quality.



I gave these to my 12 year old granddaughter to help her during her parent's court battles over

custody. She used the cards to help her stay focused on each day and not get drawn into their

emotional stuff.She said they really helped her. She loves animals and they were able to help her

make a connection to her inner self.

Every single day, my 5 yr old son wants to pick his card for the day. It's very cute that he gets so

excited over it and actually listens to me read what the book says about it AND follows what it says

too. We have a discussion about it as well. They are geared more for children a bit older than he is

BUT we will still be using them at that time as well. I am also very impressed with these cards as

they are very sturdy and the box they come in is excellent for storage - better than most boxes you

get with any other cards I have ordered before such as Tarot cards, etc. I also ordered the Earth

Magic Oracle cards by Dr. Steven Farmer for myself and they are in a very nice box as well. I would

highly recommend both sets of cards for anyone who is looking for themselves and their family. My

son likes for me to pick a card from his deck too - it's a nice bonding time with the two of us for

sure!! **A+++++**

I have had Steven Farmer's animal cards for years and absolutely love them. When he came out

with a child's version I had to get them for both my own children and students. These cards are so

beautifully illustrated with lovely messages. They are fantastic to spark conversations, help children

problem solve, and build relationships with the beautiful animals around us. We use them daily as a

way to either start the day on a positive note while looking for ways we see these messages in our

lives or as a closing to the day to reflect on how this message related to our interactions or

experiences. There are endless uses for these beautiful cards. These are just perfect for children in

both illustration, messages, and text in the guide book. I highly encourage you to get these if you

are contemplating it.

Each card has a beautiful animal illustration and excellent message. These cards are very positive

and inspiring for children and adults as well. Let your child pick and card and then have a discussion

about what it means and how they can apply it to their day.

My daughter loves my oracle card decks and wanted her own. We shopped around locally and the

decks available were suited for a more adult audience ... so I searched on . We were thrilled to find



these! She is 10 (and they would be great for even younger kids). She is enjoying pulling a card

daily or looking up the animal if we see one on our mountain adventures. Her only suggestion would

be to have more cards in the deck.

this is a great starting deck for children.. very easy to play around with..the pictures are very lovely.

the words easy to read... i love them... only problem is everybody wants to buy them off me

This is a great deck for children. I got it to give to my granddaughter, who likes giving me tarot

readings (even though she's only 8). The artwork is very good--just right for children (I really like it).

Many of the animals are baby animals or young animals. The Beaver card says "Do your chores."

The Elephant says, "You can overcome any problem." The Lion - "Ask for what you want." The

Ladybug - Notice the little things.The little book is wonderful. After discussing the animal, it has an

activity (or activities) for the child to do, i.e. Do a secret favor for one of your friends at school, and

when they notice it, don't tell them you did it. I think this is a wonderful deck for any child, and I can't

wait to give it to my granddaughter!
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